THE STRABANE COMMUNITY PLAN
What Is It?

Strabane Community Plan 2000 - 2006

The Plan puts forward what we believe is needed to help Strabane develop in new and positive ways

Who Is Involved?
Primarily the people of Strabane – the title “Community Plan” means what it says. While the planning
process is being managed by Strabane District Council and Strabane District Partnership, that process
relies very heavily on thoughts, comments and ideas from right across the business; community; public; and
voluntary sectors

What’s In The Plan?
Simply what Strabane as a community wants to see in a new and positive Strabane. It also shows how we
should go about achieving that new and positive District

What Is The Point Of It All?
Perhaps too often in Strabane we have developed a sceptical approach to what we may feel is our lot. The
Community Plan is one way of changing that. Put simply we see it as a means of helping Strabane:
TO THINK, ACT, AND BECOME A “TOP TEN” DISTRICT IN NORTHERN IRELAND

How Long Does It Last?
Broadly the Plan focuses on the years 2000 – 2006 because this is the timespan of the next round of
European funding. In places however we take a longer term view. The Plan will not however sit unchanged
for the next six years. It will instead be updated and revised as demands and circumstances change.

Where Do I Fit In?
The Plan is an important initiative for everyone connected with Strabane. It will have an influence on
everyone’s future. That’s why it’s vital that everyone contributes to it or, at the very least, takes an interest
in
it.
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INTRODUCTION
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We are pleased to introduce this draft of Strabane’s first Community Plan.
In recent years in particular Strabane has not been short of plans. Many agencies and
organisations developed their own plans, either for their own activities or for their own
areas. However it was often difficult to see the links between these different plans. And it
was just not possible to find, in one place, a single, focused overview of our District; an
analysis of its needs; and an outline of what could be done in response to those needs.
This draft is a first response to trying to resolve those difficulties. It has been based on a
widespread consultation process. But it is not yet the finished article. We want to find out
what people think of it. Are our analyses correct? Is the balance right? Have we
concentrated on the key issues? Are we too ambitious … or have we undersold ourselves?
Over the coming weeks we will be looking for a feedback on this draft. We hope that
feedback will include your views.

______________________________

____________________________________

Chair, Strabane District Council

Chair, Strabane District Partnership

____________________________________

___________________________________________

Chief Executive, Strabane District Council

Project Manager, Strabane District Partnership
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HOW THE PLAN WAS DEVELOPED
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This draft of the Strabane Community Plan is the result of a significant amount of work
carried out over the past year.
The work started in the late spring of 1999 when the Local Economic Action Partnership
(LEAP) began to review the District’s local economic development strategy, 1995 – 2000,
which was then drawing to a close. A number of workshops were held which looked first at
what had been achieved to date and began to draw out the key themes and issues that still
needed attention. At the same time Strabane District Council was undertaking a Best
Value review of its entire economic development function.
As the process developed, it became clear that to benefit to greatest effect from the next
round of European Union funding (2000 – 2006), Strabane District needed a plan that
would cover the District’s wider development agenda. Accordingly Strabane District
Council and the Strabane District Partnership came together to facilitate the production of
such a plan.
A major consultation conference was organised as a first step in the new planning process.
Held on 21 January 2000 it brought together over one hundred people centrally involved in
the development of the District. The conference focused on the themes around which this
draft is developed. Two basic questions were posed for each theme:
±

what are the priority issues here for Strabane?

±

what could be done to address these priorities?

In the weeks after the conference small action groups worked further on each of the
themes. This draft represents a bringing together of all the work carried out to date. It is
however a draft. And as a draft it is open to change and reshaping.
Finally it is important to stress that work on the Plan was guided by a number of principles.
These were:
±

Equality:

social and economic benefits should be shared by all Strabane’s people and
communities

±

Participation:

as many people and organisations as possible should contribute to the planning
process

±

Integration:

the responses to the District’s needs should be co-ordinated and confusion about
“who-does-what” kept to a minimum
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT
STRABANE?
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In developing the Community Plan we begin by taking Strabane District as it is at the turn of
the new millennium. In summary terms, Strabane is a District:
±

where over 37,000 people live and where the age structure is younger than the NI
average

±

from which many people move to live or work elsewhere

±

which is essentially rural in character with half the population living outside the
towns and villages

±

where public sector employment is low

±

that is widely associated with unemployment; deprivation; and decline

±

which has a robust manufacturing sector and a strong textiles and food processing
industries

±

where farming, although still important, is in decline

±

which underperforms in tourism terms

±

whose main town, Strabane, tends to be “squeezed” by the surrounding urban
centres of Derry/Londonderry; Letterkenny; and Omagh.

The Plan is not just based on an analysis of the present. It also looks forward to how things
may be by the year 2010. The main realities and influences ten years’ hence are seen to
be:
±

over 40,000 people will live locally, with probably some 15,000 in Strabane town

±

IT/ICT will be driving forces in social and economic life

±

environmental controls will range further and deeper
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±

the border with the Republic will have continued to reduce as an economic and
social barrier

±

financial support from the European Union will have significantly reduced

±

NI generally will continue to realise a “peace dividend”

±

the local community infrastructure will have both strengthened and matured

±

the farming and textile industries will have been “shaken out”

±

local loyalty and commitment will remain strong.

The central objective for the Community Plan was therefore to begin from where Strabane
is in the year 2000 and to identify what needs to be done to make it fit comfortably with the
world as it is likely to be as we move towards 2010.
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DEVELOPING THE THEMES
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Nine Themes or areas of activity have been identified as central to Strabane’s ability to
“THINK, ACT AND BECOME A TOP TEN DISTRICT IN NORTHERN IRELAND”. The nine
are:
ü

Image

ü

Strabane Framework

ü

Business Growth and Development

ü

Education and Training

ü

Tourism

ü

Agriculture and Rural Development

ü

Social Inclusion and Community Development

ü

Public Services

ü

Planning for the District

and are dealt with in turn below. Under each heading we show why it’s a priority before
moving on to outline what we feel needs to be done. If the broad thrust of the Plan here
receives local support we will then develop specific, costed operational plans and
programmes.

Image
WHY IT’S A PRIORITY
For many years Strabane has been seen – and even promoted – as little more than “the
unemployment blackspot of Northern Ireland”. It is also viewed as being peripheral, on the
edge of everything but at the heart or core of nothing. The Council’s image has not been
positive and the District has not had an individual or a corporate “champion” of its cause.
The Troubles have also severely impacted on both the town and District, developing a
legacy of division; suspicion; and bitterness across and between communities as well as
causing major physical damage. Among the critical consequences of all this have been:
±

a dilapidated town centre

±

a poor range of shopping; social; and entertainment facilities
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±

minimal provision for young people: Strabane is a town of ….. but not for the
young

±

Strabane being seen as a place that people leave rather than go to

±

a strong sense of apathy and resignation.

Perhaps most crucially of all, a “deprivation industry” has been created. This has been
largely as a result of local groups and organisations being directed to stress local
deprivation as a means of releasing funding for local projects and initiatives. Strabane has
been encouraged to develop a “poor us” syndrome. The Plan however clearly recognises
that local unemployment and deprivation are not just matters of image but are instead
harsh realities.
OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH IT
A four-pronged strategy is proposed to address Strabane’s various Image issues. The four
elements are:
±

focus on the development of civic pride within the District

±

improve, enhance and promote Strabane town centre in particular

±

develop and implement a three-to-five year public relations campaign

±

break the habit of “going away” by taking steps to retain – and even attract back
others who have left – young people in the District in terms of both work and social
opportunities.
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WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
Six key actions or initiatives have been identified to help deliver the strategy. These are as
follows:
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ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

TIMESCALE
Yrs 1 - 2

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

Develop and implement a District
public relations strategy

Strabane District
Council/all sectors

ü

ü

Spruce-up enhancement
schemes for Strabane and other
town/village centres

Community groups

ü

ü

Establish a range of civic events

Strabane District
Council/Strabane District
Partnership

ü

ü

ü

Complete Strabane 2000
initiative

Strabane 2000

ü

ü

ü

Survey young people’s views of
Strabane

Strabane District
Partnership

ü

Establish a District Youth Forum

Strabane District
Partnership/Strabane
District Council

ü

Develop a “Pride in our
Neighbourhood” initiative

Strabane Community
Network/Strabane District
Council

ü

ü

ü

THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
The main targets set against which achievement will be measured are:
±

minimum of two civic events organised each year

±

six positive stories about Strabane generated each year

±

a structured Youth Forum in place by the end of 2001

±

achieve “Best Kept” status for Strabane within three years
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KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Business Growth and Development

±

Tourism

±

Social Inclusion and Community Development

±

Public Services

Strabane Framework
WHY IT’S A PRIORITY
Within the Community Plan “Strabane Framework” looks at some key elements of the
physical infrastructure that’s needed to make the District work better for its people. Central
to it are the roads infrastructure and the development/enhancement of the District’s towns
and villages. Much of Strabane’s economic and social activity is linked in some way to the
use of the District’s main trunk road, the A5 Omagh - Strabane – Derry/Londonderry link.
About 11,000 vehicles use the A5 at Strabane each day, making it one of the busiest roads
in the west of NI. Strabane largely relies on the A5 for its connections with the ports and
airports. The main points of congestion on the road are at Newtownstewart; in/around
Strabane town; and between Strabane and Derry/Londonderry. Strabane District itself has
no dual carriageway or motorway provision; no rail connections; and no sea or airport
facilities.
Beyond the roads, the main physical regeneration priorities in Strabane remain Strabane
town and the outlying towns and villages. The main problems of Strabane town are seen to
be:
±

poor physical fabric and often run down appearance

±

a variety of derelict/under-used sites

±

limited shopping provision

±

limited social/entertainment provision

±

central area congestion
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±

minimal exploitation of the River Mourne

±

minimal provision of public open space.

The other towns and villages share many of Strabane town’s problems, albeit at a lesser
scale. Hugely valuable progress has been made as a result of CRISP and rural
development schemes but more of this is required.
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Finally, there are a number of other specific issues that should be addressed within this
theme. In summary these are:
±

transport – or the lack of it – constrains the social and economic development
potential of many individuals and communities

±

poor housing, especially in the rural areas, remains an issue

±

the availability of sites and premises does not always match the demand for them

±

how IT/ICT could reduce “traditional” accessibility problems.

OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH IT
Again the strategic response is in the form of four components:
±

improve the roads infrastructure and transportation generally

±

regenerate Strabane (and other town and village) centre(s)

±

capitalise on new methods of communication and of doing business

±

provide more workspace, of the right type and in the right locations.

WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
The key areas of work that need to be taken forward are presented overleaf:
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ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

TIMESCALE
Yrs 1-2

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

Establish a Strabane Town
Regeneration Task Force

Strabane District
Council/DSD

ü

Improve roads infrastructure

Roads Service

ü

ü

ü

Complete ongoing/planned
Strabane central area projects

Strabane Town
Regeneration Task Force

ü

ü

ü

Capitalise on Strabane’s
riverside setting

Strabane Town
Regeneration Task Force

ü

ü

ü

Increase capacity/space for
passive recreation

Strabane Town
Regeneration Task
Force/Strabane District
Council

ü

ü

ü

Address local housing problems

Northern Ireland Housing
Executive

ü

ü

ü

Strengthen the local cross-border
link

Strabane Lifford
Development Commission

ü

ü

ü

Improve the digital telecom
system

Department of Enterprise,
Trade and Investment

ü

ü

ü

THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
“Success” within this theme will be seen among others, as achieving the following by 2006:
±

Newtownstewart and Strabane bypasses in place: other planned improvements to
the A5 completed

±

new arts centre/library in use

±

one new multiple store open in Strabane central area

±

opening up of access to the Mourne River

±

housing unfitness reduced from 9.3% to 7.3% (the 1996 NI figure) or below
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KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Image

±

Business Growth and Development

±

Public Services

Business Growth and Development
WHY THEY’RE A PRIORITY
Strabane’s economy has a number of strengths that can be built on; a number of
weaknesses that have to be tackled; and a number of influences and opportunities to which
it must respond. The District’s label as “unemployment blackspot” is based on its having
unemployment rates, for both men and women, that are consistently above the NI
averages. In the spring of 2000 the local rate stands at 9.2% compared with a NI level of
5.4%. Unemployment however has fallen significantly in absolute terms: the current rate
of just over 9% compares favourably with a 1991 rate of over 24%.
Among the key structural attributes or features of Strabane’s economy are:
±

a significant manufacturing sector … but one heavily reliant on (declining) textiles
and food processing

±

more than 1,500 VAT-registered businesses

±

an agricultural industry which accounts for half the local VAT registered businesses
but which employs just one worker in twenty; has an ageing workforce; and which is
severely depressed

±

a small public sector in terms of jobs
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±

four workers in every ten find their work outside their own District (as opposed to
three and two in every ten in neighbouring Omagh and Derry/Londonderry
respectively)

±

a limited impact made by tourism

±

a widespread and robust “black economy”

±

a belief that the skills required by the “new economy” are not widespread across
Strabane.

Added to these is a confusion amongst entrepreneurs as to just who-provides-what-support
and a view that whatever support does exist is weighed down by red tape and bureaucracy:
funders tend not to take any risks. There is also a firm belief that the District’s economic
performance is constrained by its reliance on a partially sub-standard roads infrastructure.
Finally, the euro-punt-sterling differential has day-to-day implications locally.
OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH THEM
The Plan believes that business growth and development in Strabane relies on three
fundamentally important factors. These are:
±

having adequate and appropriate sites and premises available

±

having skills locally that match current and future employers’ needs

±

having business support arrangements that are relevant; highly visible; and clearly
understood…. and which do not encourage a “grant culture”.

The resultant strategy developed comprises the following:
±

respond to economic change

±

attract more inward investment

±

focus on the capacity of the District’s young people

±

develop the local small business sector.

WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
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We believe business growth and development across Strabane can be progressed through
the implementation of the following actions:

TIMESCALE

ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

Identify and list sites available
across the District

Strabane District
Council/Planning Service

Establish an industrial land bank

IDB

Establish a “one stop business
advice shop”

Strabane District
Council/LEDU/Strabane
Enterprise Agency

ü

Lobby for decentralisation of
pubic sector jobs to Strabane

Strabane District
Council/MLAs/MPs

ü

Produce a Strabane Industrial
Planning Policy Guide

Planning Service

ü

Investigate designation of an
Enterprise Zone

Strabane District
Council/DETI

ü

Promote Strabane overseas

Strabane District
Council/LEDU/IDB

ü

ü

ü

Focus on high value, niche
textiles products

LEDU/Strabane Enterprise
Agency/private sector

ü

ü

ü

Match local education/training
with needs of business

WELB/NW
Institute/schools/private
sector

ü

ü

ü

LEDU/TEDI

ü

ü

ü

LEDU/TEDI/Strabane
Enterprise Agency

ü

ü

ü

Provide export-focused initiatives
to help grow small businesses
Increase new business starts in
manufacturing and tradable
services

Yrs 1-2

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

ü
ü

THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
By 2005 the Plan wants to see the following in place or achieved:
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±

an unemployment rate no more than two percentage points above the NI rate

±

one targeted structured overseas visit undertaken each year

±

one inward investment providing at least 100 jobs

±

at least 100 public sector jobs relocated/decentralised to Strabane

±

a one-stop, business support shop

±

a Businessperson of the Year scheme with awards at/for a variety of levels and
sectors

±

three local companies having become IDB clients

±

two new IT-related companies in place.

KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Image

±

Strabane Framework

±

Education and Training

±

Tourism

±

Agriculture and Rural Development

±

Social Inclusion and Community Development

±

Public Services

Education and Training
WHY THEY’RE A PRIORITY
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It is now universally accepted that the better educated and trained a community is, the
more likely it also is to be prosperous; confident; at ease with itself and others; and to
exhibit high levels of well-being. Consultation feedback would indicate that many of
Strabane’s “brightest and best” see education and training as a vehicle to bring them out of
the District rather than as something which will help them prosper and develop within it.
There is also a sense of confusion locally as to who-does-what and who-should-be-doingwhat across the whole education/training spectrum. The District currently has 32 primary
schools (a third of which fall below government’s “60-pupil viability benchmark); eight
second level schools; and a campus of the North West Institute of Further and Higher
Education. Almost 8,000 children – a fifth of the District’s population – attend the 40 local
schools. Despite all this activity, Strabane’s educational attainment falls below the NI
average.
The main education and training issues are seen to be:
±

the lack of meaningful liaison and a good mutual understanding between the
education/training and business/industry sectors

±

a need to “recover” those people who have been failed by the traditional schooling
system

±

a belief that Strabane’s own self image of lack of opportunity and poor prospects
leads inevitably to underachievement in educational terms

±

a duplication and overlapping of roles and work at the secondary and third levels

±

a failure to recognise the very powerful role that is/can be played by the primary
schools

±

a traditional view that academic education is superior to vocational training

±

insufficient exploitation of the NWIFHE campus in Strabane.

OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH THEM
There are five aspects to the Plan’s strategy under this heading:
±

establish what skills are and will be required by business and industry

±

define and address local levels of underachievement
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±

take steps to ensure that the academic and vocational sectors complement rather
than compete/conflict with each other

±

broaden and deepen local understanding and usage of IT/ICT

±

develop a community dimension to the education and training infrastructures.
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WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
The strategy for Education and Training will be realised via the following actions and
initiatives:
ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

TIMESCALE
Yrs1-2

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

Implement “ICT hub/library/on
line learning/community facility”
project

WELB

ü

Establish actual local levels of
educational achievement

WELB/NW
Institute/schools

ü

Develop a “Post 16” strategy

WELB/NW
Institute/schools

ü

Develop “Work Readiness”
strategy

Strabane
Education/Industry Liaison
Group

ü

Locate University of Industry in
Strabane

NW Institute

ü

ICT Training Project in place

NW Institute

ü

ü

ü

Skills development strategy in
place

T & EA

ü

ü

ü

Expand pre-school provision

WELB/DENI

ü

ü

ü

Identify and promote
training/education opportunities
available locally

NW
Institute/schools/WELB

ü

ü

ü

Implement a community learning
grid

Strabane Education Forum

ü

ü

ü
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THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
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Success under this heading will be measured against the following:
±

ICT/hub/library/on line learning project operational by 2003

±

xx pre-school places available

±

University of Industry in place in Strabane

±

comprehensive plan for “Post-16 year olds” agreed and being implemented

±

educational attainment?

KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Business Growth and Development

±

Social Inclusion and Community Development

±

Public Services

Tourism
WHY IT’S A PRIORITY
Tourism – which we define simply as all visitor activity within an area - is increasingly seen
as a significant contributor to regeneration and development. As leisure time and people’s
disposable income both expand and as interests and tastes become more and more
diverse, so do opportunities to provide tourism products increase. To date Strabane has
underperformed in tourism terms. It attracts just over 1% of NI’s tourism spend whilst on a
population pro rata basis it should expect to attract more than 2%. Although central to
three major tourist destinations – Derry/Londonderry to the north; Donegal to the west; and
Fermanagh to the south-east - , Strabane has neither developed its own tourism identity
nor siphoned off anything significant from those other destinations. Its tourism
infrastructure is poor. None of NI’s 25 main tourist attractions and one only of its 140 hotels
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are in Strabane. The District’s main attraction, the Sperrin Heritage Centre at Cranagh,
attracts about 10,000 paying visitors each year … about 6% of what Belleek Pottery and
less than 10% of what both the Ulster American Folk Park (Omagh) and Glenveagh
National Park (Donegal) attract. Finally, there is a firm belief that Strabane’s poor image
and traditional lack of self confidence have severely dented its tourism potential.
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OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH IT
The tourism development strategy within the Plan is built on three bases. These are:
±

overcoming the poor image and negative thinking

±

building a local tourism industry from the “bottom up”, starting with what’s already
there or in place

±

working in integrated ways, both within and beyond the District.

WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
The actions proposed to help build that local tourism industry are as follows:
ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

TIMESCALE
Yrs1-2

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

Map the District’s tourism
infrastructure and heritage

Strabane District Council

ü

Establish a Strabane Tourism
Forum

Strabane District
Council/private
sector/community sector

ü

Produce an annually updated
tourism pack

Strabane Tourism Forum

ü

ü

ü

Develop integrated tourism
packages

Strabane Tourism
Forum/NITB

ü

ü

ü

Enhance Foyle system as a
fishery

Loughs Agency
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ü

THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
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By 2005 the Plan wishes to see the following in place/achieved:
±

an active Tourism Forum

±

two travel writers/magazines/programmes hosted each year

±

a tourist information directory, updated annually

±

three Strabane-specific packages developed and marketed

±

accommodation rooms increased from 125 to 200

By 2006 the Plan will wish to see a 20% increase in the number of tourism facilities doing
business in Strabane with the District attracting at least 2% of NI’s overall tourism spend.

KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Image

±

Business Growth and Development

±

Agriculture and Rural Development

±

Public Services

Agriculture and Rural Development
WHY THEY’RE A PRIORITY
Half of Strabane’s population lives outside the four main towns of Strabane; Castlederg;
Newtownstewart; and Sion Mills. In terms of area, most of the District is rural and most of
that rural area is owned and managed by what would be seen to be the “farming
community”. Indeed about three quarters of the District’s 86,000 hectares are farmed …
via almost 1,500 separate farms. Just over half of these farms are registered as VAT
22
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businesses … and these in turn account for just over half of the District’s total of VATregistered businesses. Farming provides work for close on 3,000 people in Strabane ….
although for well over half of these it is a part-time activity only. Rural Strabane however is
about much more than farming. As is the case across rural NI generally, most rural people
do not have – nor did many ever have – any direct connection with the land. For several
decades however a variety of pressures have tended to push rural people out of rural
communities. These have included:
±

a range of government policies based on the centralisation of services, facilities and
housing

±

a steady reduction in the capacity of farming to provide a good standard of living

±

a lack of social and economic opportunity across Strabane generally.

Strabane has not lost sight of the fact that between the 1981 and 1991 census it and Moyle
were the only two Districts in NI where the rural population declined.
OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH THEM
The Plan’s strategy in this area has three main strands:
±

to build on the many existing rural development programmes and initiatives that
have been put in place locally, particularly since the early 1990s

±

to respond to the many acute consequences of the current farming crisis

±

to seek effective ways of maintaining, in their current locations, both the farming
and the other rural communities.

WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
The various actions put forward as a means of moving rural Strabane towards a more ideal
future are:
ACTION/INITIATIVE
Create a District-wide rural
coalition

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY
ABSAGs/West Tyrone
Rural 2000
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TIMESCALE
Yrs 1-

ü

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+
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TIMESCALE

Development and
implementation of District-wide
farming strategy

Farmers’
groups/ABSAGs/DARD

ü

ü

ü

Focused training programmes for
farmers/next generation of
farmers

DARD/West Tyrone Rural
2000/AGSAGs

ü

ü

ü

Develop a rural tourism
infrastructure

ABSAGs/private
sector/community

ü

ü

ü

Establish farmers’ coops/collectives to bid for rural
development funding

DARD/UFU/NIAPA

ü

ü

ü

Continue group capacity-building

DARD/RDC/Strabane
District Council/Strabane
District Partnership

ü

ü

ü

THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
The basic targets set against which achievement will be measured are:
±

by 2002 to have a District-wide Farmers’ Forum and strategy in place

±

by 2002 to have a local Strabane produce market in place

±

by 2003 to have three rural tourism projects in place

±

by 2011 to have at least maintained Strabane’s rural population at its 2001 census
level.

KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Business Growth and Development

±

Tourism

±

Public Services
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WHY THEY’RE IMPORTANT
The nature and extent of Strabane’s deprivation and disadvantage are well-rehearsed. The
District is widely seen as NI’s most deprived District, with ten of its 16 wards falling within
the most deprived 20% of NI’s 566 wards. Fourteen of its 16 wards for example are
classified by the IFI as disadvantaged. Within those broad classifications Strabane has,
relative to NI overall, higher levels of unemployment; lower levels of car ownership; lower
levels of housing owner occupation; lower educational attainment; and a higher reliance on
benefits. Indeed, for 17 of the 19 indicators of deprivation used in the “Robson Report”,
Strabane’s performance or position is worse than the NI average. There are also other
aspects to exclusion and marginalistion within the District. People with disabilities; victims
of violence; and women are just some of the many groupings who traditionally have not had
roles that are “centre stage”.
For many people in Strabane therefore, daily living is associated more with struggle and
defeat than with achievement and contentment. This in turn has a number of ongoing
implications. The District’s social and economic potential is held back. Public money is
spent on “maintenance and recovery” rather than on “development and enhancement”.
The social cohesion of communities and households unwinds. And growing numbers of
people find themselves located beyond the good things in life. Addressing this social
exclusion – or aiming to achieve greater social inclusion – is therefore fundamentally
important for Strabane. The use of community development approaches is seen as central
to this task. Community development is an issue for everyone in Strabane. It is not just
about those suffering disadvantage though clearly their needs should be foremost. It is
also about complementing and enriching the local political process rather than competing
with or weakening it. Finally it is about making a difference. People need to see how they
can be involved and what the positive results of that involvement are.
OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH THEM
The Plan’s strategy is based on addressing the causes rather than the effects of social
exclusion. It is also based on the belief that effective regeneration investment concentrates
as much on people as it does on infrastructure and physical assets. And, finally it is based
on the notion that the community/voluntary sector must be involved in developing the social
inclusion strategies as well as just delivering them. Six specific elements are therefore
identified:
±

improving communities’ access to decision-making, locally and nationally
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±

building the capacity of groups and individuals, using models of good practice
already in place

±

developing real public/private/voluntary partnerships

±

building peace and advancing reconciliation

±

helping create sustainable, well paid jobs

±

working to reduce benefit dependency.

WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
The actions required to improve social inclusion across the District are seen to be as
follows:
TIMESCALE

ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

Provide group
development/capacity building
support

Strabane District
Council/Strabane District
Partnership/DARD/DSD/
RDC

ü

ü

ü

Increase the provision of neutral
community facilities

Community groups

ü

ü

ü

Develop a programme to make
full use of existing community
premises as a District-wide
integration feature

Strabane District
Council/Strabane District
Partnership/local groups

ü

ü

ü

Publish a Strabane Community
Directory and a regular
Community Newsheet

Strabane Community
Network/estates-based
groups

ü

ü

ü

Increase play area and child care
provision

Strabane District Council

ü

ü

ü

Establish a health and well being
working group for the District

Foyle Trust/Sperrin
Lakeland Trust/WHSSB

ü

Establish a youth council for
Strabane

Strabane District
Partnership

ü
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Yrs1-2

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

Implement a community transport
scheme

Melmount Community
Care

ü

ü

Develop inclusion/regeneration
programmes based on culture,
sport and the arts

Strabane District
Council/Strabane District
Partnership

ü

ü

THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
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By 2006 the Plan would wish to see the following:
±

each community group to own or have access to a local facility where it can at least
meet and, ideally, run events/programmes

±

one community transport scheme in place

±

a Strabane District Youth Council in place

±

Strabane Community Directory in place, updated at least every two years

±

a Strabane Community Newsheet published on (at least) a quarterly basis.

KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

Image

±

Business Growth and Development

±

Education and Training

±

Public Services

Public Services
WHY THEY’RE A PRIORITY
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Public services make a vital contribution to the well-being of any community. They are
about much more than just providing welfare or “safety net” services. They are not just
about reacting to problems but are also about being proactive and preventative. Some of
the key areas where mainstream public services impact on the development and
regeneration of Strabane are:
Roads, traffic and
transport

ü attractiveness of the District to business
ü ability of people to get to work and services

Strabane Community Plan 2000 - 2006

ü congestion in and around Strabane Town
Housing

ü stability and well-being of individuals, households and
communities
ü attractiveness and image of the District
ü contribution via new build and improvement schemes to local
jobs

Health and social
services

ü stability and well-being of individuals, households and
communities
ü direct jobs created, especially for women and especially on a
part-time basis
ü freeing up of carers for employment

Education

ü equipping local people with the necessary skills
ü direct jobs created

Planning

ü controlling the location and extent of local development

Leisure and
recreation

ü stability and well-being of individuals, households and
communities
ü image and attractiveness of the District

Environmental
services

ü image and attractiveness of the District
ü application of statutory controls and standards
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All services

ü capacity to provide locally-based jobs for local people
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The organisations and agencies which deliver these services have huge core budgets. In
total they are likely to spend more than £100 m on/in Strabane in any one year. In
economic terms alone this is a hugely powerful lever. It is essential that it is applied to the
best advantage of Strabane.

OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH THEM
It is neither the role nor an aspiration of this Community Plan to make decisions for other
public agencies as to how they should spend their money or do their work. This is not a
corporate plan for Strabane District and all its agencies and organisations. It is instead
about providing a framework, developed on a consensus basis, for the future betterment of
the District and its people. The strategy for public services therefore has three basic parts:
±

to ensure Strabane gets its proper share of public resources generally

±

to work to make best use of those resources in the local context

±

to improve the integration of public planning in and across Strabane.

WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
It is essential that, as a minimum, the current public sector plans for Strabane are
implemented. This will essentially involve the following:

ACTION/INITIATIVE

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

Establish a Public Services
Forum

Strabane District Council
and all public agencies

Education?

We are particularly keen to
receive feedback from
people about what they
feel are the big public
services issues in and for
Strabane. Let us have
your thoughts

Environment?
Health and Social Care?
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TIMESCALE
Yrs1-2

ü

Yrs 3 - 4

Yr 5+

Housing?
Leisure and Recreation?

Beyond these, Strabane also needs:
±

annual reporting to the Community Plan by the main public agencies.
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THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
The main measures of success or achievement set by the Plan are:
±

Public Services Forum in place by 2002

KEY LINKAGES WITH OTHER THEMES
±

All Themes
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Planning for the District
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WHY IT’S A PRIORITY
The enthusiasm with which the process of developing this Community Plan was greeted is
clear proof of the need for such a community planning process in Strabane. Historically
many people in the District felt that planning was something done to them, by others. It is
now essential that just because a Plan is produced people do not abandon this planning
process. Strabane District Council; Strabane District Partnership; and the local community
infrastructure in particular have worked long and hard over several years to help create this
impetus. It must not now be lost. Put simply, planning for Strabane is much too important
to be left to “the planners”.
OUR STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH IT
The strategy here is obvious and straightforward. It is to ensure that the Community Plan
is regularly revised and updated. That should be done by broadly using the principles and
approach that have proved successful in producing this first version.
WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN
Four basic actions have been identified as necessary to maintain Strabane’s community
planning momentum. These are:
±

a standing Community Planning Partnership bringing together the community;
private; statutory; and public sectors is established to take ownership of the
community planning process

±

a planning event, similar to the initial Round Table Conference of 21st January
2000, is used to renew the Plan each year

±

each community group in Strabane formally commits to involving itself in the
community planning process

±

each public sector agency/organisation in Strabane formally commits to involving
itself in the community planning process.
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THE TARGETS WE HAVE SET
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By 2006 the Plan would wish to see the following in place:
±

a formal community planning event (eg a Round Table Conference) held each year

±

a rolled-forward Strabane Community Plan published each year within three months
of the formal community planning event

±

a more widespread community consultation and analytical process brought into play
every third year.
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DRAWING IT ALL TOGETHER:
THE
BIGGER PICTURE

Public Services

Social Inclusion and
Community Development

Agriculture and Rural
Development

Tourism

Education and Training

Business Growth and
Development

Strabane Framework

KEY LINKAGES: A SUMMARY

Image
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In drawing the Plan to a close it is important to stress two points. First, effective planning
for Strabane has to be integrated planning. No issue; problem; or theme can be dealt with
wholly on its own. That is the case within this Plan as can be seen below:

Image
Strabane Framework
Business Growth and Development
Education and Training
Tourism
Agriculture and Rural Development
Social Inclusion and Community Development
Public Services

It is also the case with all the partners in the Strabane community planning process.
Strabane demands, and deserves, a better integration of its pubic sector plans in particular.
Second, effective planning is about achievement. It is about making a difference. This
Community Plan has therefore specified a number of targets it wants to see achieved under
each of its nine Theme headings. Beyond those however, some additional District-wide
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and/or cross-Theme targets have been identified. Thus by 2006 the Strabane Community
Plan would wish to see:
±

a 20% decrease in migration out of the District

±

? new jobs created

±

a 10% increase in property values

±

a citizen’s satisfaction level of at least 80% in Strabane District (as measured by
structured survey)

±

open and transparent grant aid policies

±

an integrated waste management approach in place in the north-west.
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Is the plan easy to read?

Yes

No

Does it make sense to you?

Yes

No

Could you rank the Plan's Themes in order of importance, from 1 to 9, as you see them? (1 = Most
Important;
9 = Least Important)
q

Image

q

Strabane Framework

q

Business Growth and Development

q

Education and Training

q

Tourism

q

Agricultural and Rural Development

q

Social Inclusion and Community Development

q

Public Services

q

Planning for the District

Is there anything important missing from, or not properly dealt with, by the Plan? If so, what?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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Any other thoughts or comments?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________
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Are you interested in being involved in or being kept informed about the Community Planning process? If
so please give us your details:

Name ______________________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________ Telephone___________________________________
Please return this form to:
Geraldine Stafford
Strabane District Council
Derry Road, Strabane
Co.Tyrone, BT82 8DY

OR

Tel (028) 7138 1303
Email: gstafford@strabanedc.com

Patrick O Doherty
Strabane District Partnership
Derry Road, Strabane
Co Tyrone, BT82 8DY
Tel (028) 7138 1308
Email: podoherty@strabanedc.com

Finally, this is a summary of the Community Plan. The full Plan includes much more detail about exactly
what we think needs to be done. If you'd like a copy, contact Geraldine or Patrick as outlined above.
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